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Welcome to Zoom Webinar

We are in Zoom Webinar,  

1. Can you read what I am saying?   
2. Can I read  what you are saying?

And welcome to the session
Sandra Partington
LEaD
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About the Digital Accessibility Project

The project was initiated in Summer 2020, the aim is to 
make City Digitally Accessible, that means platforms, sites, 
content and practices. 

1. Raise awareness of legislation, guidance and support 
2. Provided Accessibility Statements for platforms
3. Develop staff through consultation and training
4. Make module documents accessible 
5. Make multimedia content accessible 
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How can we possibly correct everything?

We switched on Automated Speech Recognition ASR

And set up the student caption pilot

To help out
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What about ASR?

How accurate or usable for learning are free automated 
captions in Kaltura ASR?

100% inaccurate caption text file 

and therefore 100% inaccurate transcript file
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But you can edit it – if you have time
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Tips from the 
team, 

Correct ASR, if 
you have time

find and learn 
to use the edit 

tool

check the ASR 
and fix a few 

key words

request caption 
correction if 

offered
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Worth the 
effort?
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Transcript as a learning resource 
Ian Loveland, City Law School
I am doing transcripts because I think 
many students benefit from having 
something they can physically annotate 
during the learning process, whether 
with their own notes or cross-
references etc. 

It also much easier to move around a 
transcript than around an audio/video 
tape if you are searching for particular 
passages. 

I can also use basic formatting styles to 
add emphases etc so that students can 
hierarchise the content.
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Transcripts as a learning resources –
study tools and techniques
I am doing transcripts because I think 
many students benefit from having 
something they can physically annotate 
during the learning process, whether 
with their own notes or cross-
references etc. 

It also much easier to move around a 
transcript than around an audio/video 
tape if you are searching for particular 
passages. 

I can also use basic formatting styles to 
add emphases etc so that students can 
hierarchise the content.
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So if transcripts are a good thing for learning 
– can ASR help us create them?

File type,  SRT File type,  TXT
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Interactive Transcript in Media Space 
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Interactive transcript tool features
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Coming to Moodle
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Student Team

Who took part in the student 
captioners team?

Was it essential to match subject 
area to student?
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Tips from the 
team, 

Emphasis

Emphasise key 
words by voice

Add key words to 
your slides

Emphasise key 
words at the same 

time as they are 
on screen
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Requests

What reasons were offered to 
help prioritise requests for 
correction?

Which reasons did staff choose?
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A little bit about accents

Was expected and so made a priority

Was requested by staff who assumed 
ASR could not recognise their accent

Was requested by students via their 
module academic

Was requested for regional and 
international accents 
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A little bit more about accents

Was expected and so made a priority

Was requested by staff

Was requested by students

Was for regional and international 
accents 

Actually - ASR made the same 
amount and types of mistakes for all 
accents or no perceivable accent

However – still hard for students to 
understand some terminology and so 
still a priority

But cost was the same for the 
corrections, and supporting 
materials e.g. PowerPoints helped 
the team update the captions
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Tips from the 
team, 

Voice

Audio quality, 
use a headset 

and mic

Speech clarity

Speech speed
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What makes a difference for learning?

What features or settings  can enhance 
learning from video and multimedia

• High quality audio and well paced 
presentations

• The transcript is equally as important as 
captions and both need to be provided to 
students

• Caption options such as colour and size 
controls

• Interactive Transcript tools can transform 
the learning experience and are expected 
by students when studying online
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City’s approach for 2020 - 2021

New services for September 2021, 

1. Human Caption correction service for pre recorded or re used 
media

2. A follow the student service, providing captions for all content 

3. ASR coming in for Lecture Capture to add to the ADR in use for 
Teams and Zoom classroom 

An expectation of recording of teaching continue and to increase
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